2023 URF Membership Brochure

The Urban Robotics
Foundation
URF brings together municipal, advocacy, logistics,
planning, robotics, and academic stakeholders to
ensure robotic technology that is deployed in shared,
pedestrianized spaces is implemented in a way that is
beneficial and respectful for all users.
Robotic taxis and vans require safe reserved spaces to
load and unload that are adequate for all users.
Public Mobile Robots , such as delivery robots, have
the potential to reduce urban food and goods delivery
costs, traffic, pollution and green-house gases by
shifting a significant portion of deliveries from cars and
vans to systems that use small, safe, energy-efficient,
pedestrian-speed electric robots that can be
integrated with cargo bikes, electric goods vans, and
micro-warehousing.
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PMRs for maintenance and monitoring have the
potential to reduce costs, and emissions while clearing
sidewalks and pavements of snow, ice, litter, cigarette
butts, as well as monitor for parking violations and
security breaches.
The combined benefit promises to be enormous.
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public mobile robots (PMR) is any form of mobile robot — wheeled or
ambulatory — that operates in public spaces among non-involved
humans such as on or within footways, bikeways, roadways, malls,
airports, hospitals, parks, etc. Operation may include private or public
delivery, maintenance, emergency, or surveillance activities.

Membership 2023
At the same time, vulnerable road users such as
pedestrians, cyclists, persons using wheelchairs,
seniors, persons with visual or hearing impairments,
and all others need regulated vehicle designs and
operational restrictions that keep safe all who are
nearby.
This requires critical care on the part of municipal
infrastructure and traffic managers. This may be
managed by identifying mapped pathways for
restricted use at certain times, and to constrain weight
and speed, while applying numerous other traffic rules
on a location-by-location basis.
Traffic managers will have a renewed concern at city
intersections — the site of many crashes involving
pedestrians and cyclists.
Currently, we are drafting the ISO 4448 standard:
Ground-based automated mobility, to define the
orchestration2 procedures for robotic taxis and goods
vans loading and unloading at the curbside, and the
orchestration and social behaviour of public mobile
robots in urban spaces.

ISO draft technical standard (DTS) 4448 spans auditable governance matters of
congestion control, cybersecurity, data, infrastructure readiness, map
management, monetization enablement, post-crash procedures, privacy, roadway
crossing, robot fitness, robot-to-human behaviours, safety, testing, traffic
orchestration, weather-worthiness, and more. Some parts of ISO DTS 4448 apply
to all automated vehicles (goods and passengers), others apply only to PMRs.

2 Orchestration

is a form of traffic management that coordinates multiple
fleets of numerous robots (AVS and PMRs) from multiple vendors each on
independent schedules and tasks. In the case of ISO 4448, the purpose is
to provide for safe, smooth, managed volumes of robots to ensure
uncompromised access for other users of the same public space.
Coordinating robotics policy across municipalities

Municipalities

Vulnerable Road Users

Logistics & Maintenance

ü Education regarding regulation and orchestration
of robotic fleets operating in shared, public,
pedestrianized spaces
ü Access to webinars, events and research materials
ü Direct input into ISO 4448 as it is being drafted for
automated passenger, and goods vehicles at the
curb
ü Direct input into ISO 4448 as it is being drafted for
PMRs1 such as delivery or maintenance robots
ü Input to the developing PMR certification
guidelines based on the ISO 4448 series

ü Access the language and procedures to
enable cities to constrain the times, places,
speeds, pathways, and volumes of robots in
shared public spaces

ü Operators of passenger, logistic and municipal
service fleets (e.g., maintenance, security)

ü Ongoing and beneficial access to these PMR
guidelines as they mature

ü Find the language needed to negotiate with
municipal traffic departments and eventual
orchestration systems to maximize access to,
and safety within public, pedestrianized
spaces
ü Rely on the metrics and procedures required
to specify pick up/drop off (PUDO) zones
and wider sidewalks in those places where
they may be currently inadequate to serve
both accessibility and commercial needs

Planners
ü Municipal infrastructure planning for access,
safety and machine volumes will be impacted by
standards that describe behaviours, regulations,
classes, volumes and roles of PMRs

Membership Benefits
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Input to Draft ISO 4448
Members-only site area
Members-only meetings and services
Members’ webinars, training, documents
Discounts for in-person events

Apply at www.urbanroboticsfoundation.org/contact

Robot Manufacturers
ü For makers of robotic taxis, vans and PMRs ISO
4448 provides common machine behavioural and
traffic standards to enable acceptance into
operating fleets deployed in cities

ü Information related to governance and guidelines
to make negotiating concurrent access to curbs,
pavements, walkways, bikeways, laneways, etc. by
multiple fleet operators feasible and safe

Member type
Individual

Examples

$US annual fee*

Academic, Journalist, NGO

500

Public

Government

1,000 population under 1 Million
3,000 population 1 to 4 Million
8,000 population over 4 Million

Commercial

Manufacturers, planners,
traffic systems, logistics

5,000

Sponsor

Logistics firms, automotive;
planners/disruptors

25,000 (Mover);
10,000 (Shaker)

Urban Robotics Foundation is a
not-for-profit Canadian Foundation
www.urbanroboticsfoundation.org
Bern Grush, Executive Director
Our work and membership are
international

* Canadian Government fees in Canadian funds at par

Coordinating robotics policy across municipalities

